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Why MikeRobinson Realty? 

The answer is simple yet the same

(For sellers)


• Every agent lists homes for sale the same exact way- what 
separates us is the energy in which they list, who does their 
open house, where your home is advertised & marketed, etc


• Most agents don’t touch your file after you sign on with them- 
they have junior agents do all the work.  Did you hire the junior 
agent or the lazy agent who will never see your home again?


• Mike Robinson Realty makes web sites for your home, drops 
an ad pin so anyone within a radius who googles homes for 
sale finds your home targeting buyers quicker- time is the 
enemy


• We do all of our open houses because we know all about your 
home- we don’t pawn off to junior agents


• We use artificial intelligence 24/7 that advertises and promotes 
your home pushing the SEO higher


• Posting on social media, email to prospects, text messages to 
prospects, blogging along with web sites


• Daily targeting prospective buyers


• We don’t wait for the buyer to find you, we try to target the 
buyer




Buyers

• Step 1 to buying a home is a pre-approval / pre-qualification.  

This has nothing to do with your agent but shows the agent 
you actually can buy a home and for how much.  During the 
pandemic, it shows the sellers you’re serious and not a window 
shopper because they want to keep people in the house to 
those who are serious and can buy.  You can’t prove that 
without one and some sellers won’t confirm your request to see 
the home without one


• In the absence of professionals you are comfortable with, you 
can find professional referrals on MikeRobinsonRealty.com


• I have two sites, depending on your ability to navigate the 
internet site, that are connected to the MLS to see homes for 
sale- you can see what I see around your time table and not 
mine


• Make a list of 3-4 homes to see and I will map them and 
schedule them.  Time is wasted driving around.  More time lost 
to driving is another home we could see so mapping them 
matters


• Once you like a home, I’ll type the offer.  I’ll need the full legal 
name of the buyer(s), the current address of the buyer(s), how 
much down you are planning on putting down, your pre-
approval and in some cases a copy of a check for the initial 1%


• After the acceptance is the next PDF booklet I share with you 
so sent worry about that until we get that far.  Information 
overload is never fun.
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FAQ’s


• Does a pre-approval hit your credit?  Not always- some pre-
approvals aren’t really even a pre-approval.  They are based on 
what you tell the lender and is not verified so no credit is run.  
Not a good choice for this scenario.  The alternate is requesting 
a “soft Inquiry” which does not count as an inquiry initially


• My pre-approval is for both single family homes AND 
condos, right..?  Great question and the answer is no in most 
cases.  Property Taxes will deduct from the total amount you 
can borrow… the HOA fees deduct even further.  If your lender 
does not tell you this than you run a serious risk of having your 
mortgage get rejected in the 11th hour and you’ll lose the deal 
and have to start all over searching for another home


• Is it safe to buy a car once the offer is accepted?  Absolutely 
NO!  Especially during covid, lenders are worried you won’t 
have a job in 6 months so they are checking your credit/debt to 
income initially and again the week of your closing.  Anything 
changes will result in a rejection up to the day of your closing


• I’ve heard that when buying a home, you should only speak 
to the listing agent.  Is that sound advice?  That is a 
hysterical NO!  Asking the listing agent to represent a buyer is 
like asking the Attorney representing the person suing you to 
represent you too.  Fiduciary responsibility can never be 
divided over two parties.  They represent the sellers fiduciary 
interest- not yours.  Your simply a double bonus/commission 
for them- that’s all!




Differences between pre-approval and pre-
qualification are…?


• Pre-Approvals do not require any verification of your 
information leaving you exposed to a rejection after you get a 
accepted offer on a home- not a good time to find out you 
can’t get a mortgage or for that amount


• Pre-Qualifications verify everything up front and before you 
start searching for a home and typically last 90 days


• Some lenders can actually get you a mortgage first and you 
have 90 days to find a home and can close in generally 21 days


• Guaranteed mortgage approvals generally have more weight 
than someone who still has to get approved because all the 
work was done for you in advance


• Avoid large banks during the pandemic.  Large lenders such as 
Quicken Loans/Rocket Mortgage, Chase, BOA, People’s 
United Bank, etc have shown a difficulty hitting your deadlines 
for mortgage contingency while blaming the pandemic- aren’t 
all banks/lenders  experiencing covid?  Yet the large banks 
struggle to hit the mark putting your deposits at risk.  Agents 
don’t care where your mortgage comes from, they just want to 
make sure your deposits aren’t at risk of being lost because 
your lender couldn’t hit your mark


• Giving your information to determine your pre-approval is not a 
pre-approval- verifying your info is.




Mike Robinson Realty


My job is simple:


• Keep you comfortable

• Tell you what I see

• Be fully transparent

• Guide, assist, advise you so you can make the best decision 

for you, your family, your money

• I take that seriously and work with a passion for you every day
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